
ELMURST EAGLES CHEER
HANDBOOK AND POLICIES MANUAL

Dear Eagles Parents,

Welcome to Elmhurst Eagles Cheerleading program for 2021. 

This parent/athlete handbook is intended to be a supplement to the Elmhurst Eagles website. 
The information in this handbook will help explain the guidelines and expectations of the 
Eagles Cheer program.

For those new to the Eagles Cheer program, please use this resource as a tool to familiarize 
yourself with the specifics of our program. For returning participants, please browse through 
the information as there are many new additions. Eagles Cheer is continuously implementing 
new ideas and concepts for every cheer season. 

Our community is very fortunate to have a group of parents who have worked long and hard to 
bring you a top quality program for 2021. Elmhurst Eagles is an organization of dedicated 
volunteers working together to making this program a fun and enjoyable experience for your 
athlete. The success of our program relies heavily on our volunteers and anything you can do 
throughout the season to assist your squad is appreciated. I’d like to ask all of our parents to 
continue to provide dedication, support and enthusiasm to all of our team coaches and 
managers. This needs to continue to be a top priority throughout the 2020 season. 

If at any time during the season you have questions or comments regarding the program, feel 
free to contact me directly. We’d love to hear how we are doing! 

Cheers, 

Adriana Cooke
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ELMURST EAGLES CHEER
HANDBOOK AND POLICIES MANUAL

MISSION
 
It is the mission of the Elmhurst Eagles Cheerleading program to help foster sportsmanship, 
teamwork, development and confidence in the area of youth cheerleading in an environment 
that promotes safety, healthy competition and fun. 

GOALS

• Provide a cheer skill set that builds on team and personal development. 
• Empower athletes to compete in competition to increase self-confidence and 

sportsmanship skills.
• Promote commitment to team.
• Promote health and fitness for our athletes in a fun environment.

THE CHEER PROGRAM

Elmhurst Eagles Cheer is a recreational sideline and competition cheer program that provides 
participants 1st through 8th grade an opportunity to learn fundamental cheerleading skills, 
tumbling and stunting with an emphasis on sportsmanship, teamwork and safety. Squads are 
formed by grade and all cheerleaders participate at Eagles football games. 3rd through 8th 
grade competition cheerleaders compete at several competitions throughout the season. 
Elmhurst Eagles is a member of both the Bill George Youth Football League (BGYLF) and the 
Illinois Recreational Cheer Association (IRCA). We will abide by both organization’s rules and 
codes of conduct, in addition to our own as outlined in this handbook. 

REGISTRATION AND FORMATION OF TEAMS

Eagles Cheer registration opens in February and closes on June 1st. Teams will be formed by 
grade. According to the IRCA, competing teams (Eagles 3rd - 8th grade) must have a 
minimum of 6 athletes and a maximum of 36 athletes to compete. Should a team not meet the 
minimum number of athletes, or the team numbers are greatly unbalanced, grades may be 
split or combined to form one team. For example, if 7th grade has only 8 registered athletes 
and 6th grade has 34, we may move any 6th grade girls we feel are capable of competing at a 
higher level to the 7th grade team to create a fuller squad. Alternatively, should two 
consecutive grades have low registration numbers, we may combine the two grades to form 
one team. Should this happen, that team is required to compete at the grade level of the oldest 
participant.
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REGISTRATION FEES

Registration fees for 1st and 2nd grade mini cheer and 3rd - 8th grade sideline cheer are $199. 
3rd through 8th grade competition cheerleaders for the the 2021 Eagles Cheer season are 
$499. Additional expenses are outlined on page 9 of this information packet. Registration fees 
will cover the following items and events:

• 4-5 competitions (grades 3-8 competition teams only)
• Competition cheer bow
• Professional choreography (grades 3-8 competition teams only)
• Professionally mixed competition music (grades 3-8 competition teams only)
• Practice rental space
• End of season party
• Uniforms (mini cheer only). 

THE “SPORT” OF COMPETITION CHEER

While the root of our program is to support our Elmhurst Eagles football team, the foundation 
of our season is built around competition. Just like any other sport, we compete against other 
teams in a head-to-head fashion. Cheer routines are evaluated on individual and team athletic 
abilities that include stunting, jumps, tumbling, motions, pyramids and synchronization. These 
performance elements require strength, stamina, balance and timing and can be dangerous to 
execute without proper training. All teams will have a required warmup at the beginning of each 
practice and proper conditioning at the end. It is our goal to increase each cheerleader’s 
strength, athletic abilities and cheer skills throughout the season, while maintaining a safe and 
encouraging environment for them to thrive. We expect that each athlete will do everything 
possible to expand their individual skills to help the team excel and be successful at 
competing. Because tumbling has become a major component to cheer, while it is not 
mandatory, we highly encourage separate tumbling classes to meet our tumbling expectations. 
Tumbling gym recommendations and the Eagles Tumbling Expectations Chart can be found at 
the end of this handbook. 

ATHLETE EXPECTATIONS

This program has high expectations for our athletes. The Eagles Cheer board and coaches 
expect our athletes to be courteous, honest, considerate, determined and respectful to other 
teammates, coaches and junior coaches. We expect commitment, hard work and dedication to 
your team and attendance at all practices, games and competitions. Therefore, each 
cheerleader will know and abide by the team/family expectations set forth before them in this 
information packet. They will uphold the level of excellence that we are striving to achieve. 
Parents are encouraged to discuss the commitment and codes of conducts with their child. 
After reviewing the information in this packet, if you feel that you will not be able to 
uphold these expectations, please reconsider joining our program. We offer a full refund 
through June 1, 2021. No refunds of any kind will be offered after June 1. 
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PRACTICE/ATTENDANCE

Eagles Cheer is a team sport whereas full and equal participation of each squad member 
is crucial to creating a positive, productive and safe experience for ALL cheerleaders. All 
cheerleaders are expected to be present, arriving on time, to each practice, game and 
competition. Full participation of all cheerleaders helps insure a productive environment 
for practices, routine development and competition. Consequently, the absence of one 
cheerleader impacts the safety and success of the entire squad. Proper notification 
and adherence to attendance policy procedures is expected. The purpose of this policy, 
as detailed below, is to create the most safe and successful experience for every 
cheerleader. Upon joining an Eagles Cheer team, it is your (parent & athlete) obligation 
to:

• Ensure the athlete attends all practices. Cheerleading is a team sport, with each 
cheerleader having a required place in the routines. When one member is absent it can 
keep a whole team from achieving their goals for that practice, jeopardize the safety of all 
those involved in mount/stunt groups, and prevent teammates from practicing portions of 
a routine. Injuries, illness and absence that cause an athlete to miss two consecutive 
practices may result in the athlete being withheld from a competition.

• Notify your coach at least 2 hours prior to practice in the event of illness.
• No more than two unexcused absences in one month. If this occurs, possible removal 

from the program may be necessary. Excessive absences put the athlete and team 
behind in knowing the routines, etc.

• Arrive at all events on time. Full attendance is important and excessive tardiness will 
not be tolerated. Team members that arrive late or have to leave early disrupt and distract 
practice.

• Commit to extra practices. During competition season, coaches reserve the right to 
schedule extra practices as deemed necessary.

• Abide by the coach’s request for closed practices for the good of the teams

EXCUSED ABSENCES

• Contagious illness (including lice), family emergencies, religious obligations and school 
functions.

• Special events with advance coach approval. No excused absences will be approved for 
the two week period prior to a Competition. All special requests for the season must 
be made in writing 2 weeks prior. 

• NOTE: AN ABSENCE IS NOT EXCUSED FOR ANOTHER SPORT/ACTIVITY – Eagles 
Cheer is expected to be a priority commitment during the season. A single miss affects 
the entire squad and impacts those cheerleaders who have committed to be at all 
practices and games.

UNEXCUSED ABSENCES

• Any absence from a game, practice, competition or special event which occurs that is not 
excused, i.e. birthdays, “don’t feel like it”, parties or minor injury (athlete is still expected 
to sit in at practice if injured)
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• NOTE: Any unreported absence or absence for any reason other than sickness, 
religious obligation, death in the family or prior coach approval is considered 
UNEXCUSED.

• Tardiness/Leaving early: Consistent tardiness (3 or more times) or leaving practice 
early is considered 1 UNEXCUSED absence.

CONSEQUENCES FOR UNEXCUSED ABSENCES

• First Infraction – A warning is given to the cheerleader and her parents via email and/or 
written note.

• Second Infraction – The cheerleader is at risk of being removed from the upcoming 
competition but is required to be present, in uniform. 

• 2 or more unexcused absences within a 30 day period is grounds for removal from the 
team as per the Elmhurst Eagles Parent Handbook.

Minor Infraction (i.e. late less than three times, minor discipline issue etc…) – The cheerleader 
is not allowed to cheer and/or perform during halftime at the upcoming game but is required to 
be present, in uniform.

PRACTICE RULES

In order to get the most out of practice and have it run efficiently, the following rules 
have been established:

• Hair must be pulled back, away from the face.
• Jewelry is not allowed for safety purposes.
• Arrive with a positive attitude at all times. 
• Gum chewing, eating and any other beverage other than water or sports drinks 

are not allowed during practice.
• Excessive goofing off or rough-play will not be tolerated. Practice is for practice.
• Personal issues are to be left at the door when you arrive.
• Concentration is required at all times for your safety and your teammate’s safety.
• New skills are to be attempted only after proper preparations and practice, and 

only on the advice of a qualified coach.
• Insubordination is unacceptable. The following actions can result in being 

removed from an Elmhurst Eagles cheer team:
o Tantrums, outbursts
o Profanity, lewd language 
o Showing disrespect to a coach by talking back, eye rolling, etc.
o Showing disrespect to a fellow team member
o Lack of participation or poor attitude
o Unnecessary or excessive talking or disruption of practice
o Disrespecting practice facilities
o Showing disrespect or lack of support to opposing cheer teams at 

competitions or football games
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EAGLES CHEER SCHEDULE

Practices and evaluations begin the week of August 2nd for all competition cheerleaders; 
MANDATORY PRACTICE begins August 9th with 3-4 days of practice each week. The practice 
schedule will be out prior to choreography.

Choreography Camp is the week of August 9 and is mandatory, without exception, for all 
competition cheerleaders. Any absence is considered unexcused. 

1st and 2nd grade Mini Cheer and Sideline Cheer will practice 2 days per week beginning 
August 3rd. They will continue to practice 2x week for the remainder of the season. Practices 
will be 1 - 1.5 hours. 

Once the school year begins, there are no more than 9 hours of practice per week (per BGYFL 
Bylaws). Practice days/times/hours are determined by each squad’s coaches. Attendance at all 
practices is MANDATORY.

Games begin August 28. During the season, games are scheduled on either Saturday or 
Sunday. The schedule is set by the Bill George Youth Football League (BGYFL) and released 
in mid/late August. Attendance at games is MANDATORY. If a game is rescheduled, every 
squad member is expected to cheer. If it is raining before or during a game and the officials 
deem it safe to continue, every squad member is expected to cheer. Regular Season 
continues through Super Bowl Weekend November 14-15. The cheer season may 
extend through December 6 for squads that qualify and decide to participate in the IRCA 
State Competition.

COMPETITION SCHEDULE

All competitions are mandatory without exception. Failure to attend a competition is subject to 
removal from the team.

3rd Grade 5&6 Grade
October 10 September 26
October 16 October 10
October 23 October 16
November 6 October 23

November 13
4th Grade November 14
October 10
October 16 Varsity
October 23 September 26
November 6 October 10

October 16
October 23
November 13
November 14
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RESPECT FOR COACHES AND TEAMMATES

No coach or teammate shall tolerate abuse or disrespect from an athlete within the 
program, regardless of whether the athlete is on the same team or another team. The 
following disciplinary actions are allowed by the coach when conduct exceeds 
respectable limits:

1. Verbal Warning
2. Meeting with athlete’s parents
3. Written Warning. If a written warning is issued, a copy of the warning will be 

submitted to the Eagles Board and to the parents by the head coach.
4. Temporary suspension from practice. If this occurs, a written notice will be sent to 

the athlete’s parents and the Eagles Board by the head coach.
5. Suspension of one or more games and/or competitions. If this occurs, a written 

notice will be sent to the athlete’s parents and the Eagles Board from the Cheer 
Director. 

6. Dismissal from the team. If this action takes place, the Cheer Director will notify 
the parents in writing and send a copy of the letter to the league and to the 
Eagles Board. Dismissing a player or parent from the team must go through a 
disciplinary hearing where another officer of the Eagles Board is present. 

COMPETITION AND GAME EXPECTATIONS

It is the objective of Eagles Cheer to have all games and competitions run efficiently. 
Below is a list of rules required for all games and competitions:

• All scheduled competitions are MANDATORY without exception. Injured athletes 
who are not able able perform are still expected to attend, in uniform, and support their 
teammates. 

• All scheduled games are mandatory regardless of weather conditions. In the event a 
game is cancelled due to extreme weather conditions, you will be notified at least 1-hour 
before game time. 

• Full participation is required for all games and competitions. You made a commitment to 
yourself and your teammates when you joined Eagles Cheer. 

• Each athlete is required to wear the full uniform, cheer shoes, required bow and 
matching team outerwear or accessories at each game and competition as outlined by 
the head coach. Please keep track of your uniform and accessories at all times.

• Prompt arrival at all games and competitions is required. Tardiness will not be tolerated.
• Athlete’s hair should be fixed and ready upon arrival as determined by the head coach. 

There will be no hair styling on the football field or in the warm-up area at competitions. 
If you need help with styling, please arrange for help prior to your arrival. 

• No makeup or jewelry at any time.
• Gum, food and soft drinks are not allowed in the warm-up or competition area of 

competition.
• No gum, food or soft drinks are allowed during football games. Snacks are to be 

enjoyed before and after games only. 
• Insubordination as stated above will not be tolerated.
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• Parents should not have any contact with a competition official for any reason. Please 
speak with your team coach if you have any concerns.

• There is to be no posting of any video from any practice or competition without the 
consent of the coach or cheer directors to any social media platform or YouTube. You 
may post photos of your athletes as you desire. Eagles Cheer routines may never be 
posted or live streamed on any social media platform.

• Parents are expected to set an example to not only their own athletes, but to all of our 
team members. Please make sure that your actions do not interfere with the 
responsibilities that you have as a representative of the Elmhurst Eagles organization. 
We would not want any athlete to be removed from the program because of the actions 
of their families.

PARENT CODE OF CONDUCT 

• I will encourage good sportsmanship by demonstrating positive support for all athletes, 
managers, coaches, and officials at all practices, games and competitions.

• I will put the emotional and physical well-being of my child ahead of my personal desire 
to win.

• As a parent, I will not interfere with coaches in the instruction of the athletes during 
practices or competitions. I will approach only coaches with any problems. Any 
constructive criticism/complaints will be discussed in person privately with the coach 
and/or Cheer Director, if necessary.

• I will demand a sports environment for my child that is free from drugs and alcohol and 
will refrain from using drugs or alcohol at all cheerleading events. 

• I will require my child to treat other athletes, managers, coaches, fans, and officials with 
respect regardless of race, sex, creed, or ability. 

• I will ensure my child arrives on time and is picked up on time at the end of practices, 
games, and competitions. I understand that I am not to leave my child alone at practices 
or games until an adult coach is present. 

• I will ensure my child returns to practices, after missing more than one week due to an 
injury, with a doctor’s note stating my child is able to participate again in cheerleading. 

• I will notify my child’s coach at least two hours before practice or a game if my child will 
be absent.

• I will abide by the rules and regulations of all organizations at games, competitions and 
practices. 

• I will help my child enjoy the cheerleading experience by doing whatever I can, such as 
being a respectful fan, volunteer as needed, provide transportation and encourage them 
to be their absolute best at all times.  
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UNIFORMS - MINI AND SIDELINE CHEER

All mini cheerleaders will be provided with a uniform skirt which will be returned at the end of 
the season. Each athlete will also receive a cheer bow. These items are included in your 
registration fee and yours to keep. In the event that you lose or damage any of these items, 
you will be responsible for replacing them at the costs outlined below: 

Uniform Skirt: $55
Bow: $10

Uniforms are not included in the cost of Competition Cheer. 

All parents and cheerleaders are required to attend a uniform fitting. It is the responsibility of 
the parent to keep the uniform clean according to the cleaning instructions on the uniform 
label. If a uniform is damaged, it is the responsibility of the parent to purchase a replacement 
uniform. 

UNIFORMS - COMPETITION CHEER

As of the 2020 season, new competition uniforms from Varisty Cheer will be custom ordered 
for each athlete and is not included in the cost of registration. The uniforms will be yours to 
keep at the end of each season with the option to reuse them for the following season. If you 
are unable to reuse your uniform, there will be a resale event for all parents looking to buy, sell 
or trade their athlete’s uniform. 

ADDITIONAL UNIFORM REQUIREMENTS (PARENT RESPONSIBILITY)

• Black spandex cheer briefs (spanx) - All Cheerleaders
• Plain white cheer shoes - All Cheerleaders
• Plain black leggings - All Cheerleaders
• Plain black gloves for cold weather games - All Cheerleaders
• Eagles Spirit Cold Weather Accessories Kit (includes Eagles fringe-fleece scarf and Eagles 

ear warmers) - available for purchase at fitting - $25.

ADDITIONAL EXPENSES

• IRCA State Competition: We will compete in several IRCA State qualifying cheer 
competitions. Should your team qualify for State, each athlete is responsible for their 
own State fees of $140. 
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EAGLES CHEER
TUMBLING EXPECTATIONS CHART

BHS= Back Handspring
Beginner Intermediate Advanced

3rd Grade Forward Roll
Backward Roll
Backbend 
Cartwheel

Beginner Skills plus
Running Roundoff 
Backbend-Kick over
Front Limber

Intermediate skills plus 
Jump hurdle Roundoff
Back Walkover 
Front Walkover
Standing BHS

4th Grade Forward Roll
Backward Roll
Backbend-Kickover
Front Lmber
Cartwheel
Roundoff

Beginner Skills plus 
Back Walkover
Standing BHS
Working on Round off BHS
Front Walkover

Intermediate skills plus 
Cartwheel BHS
Round off BHS
Round off 2 BHS
T Jump BHS

5th Grade Forward Roll
Backward Roll
Backbend
Cartwheel
Roundoff
Working on BHS
Front Walkover

Beginner Skills plus
Dive Roll
Back Walkover
Front Walkover
Standing BHS 
Cartwheel BHS
Roundoff BHS
Walkover BHS

Intermediate Skills plus
Standing multiple BHS
Round off Multiple BHS
Round off Tuck
T Jump BHS
BHS step out

6th Grade Forward Roll
Backward Roll
Dive Roll
Bridge
Cartwheel
Roundoff
Back and Front Walkover
Standing BHS (or working 
on) 

Beginner Skills plus
Cartwheel
Walkover BHS
Roundoff BHS
Round off 2 BHS
T Jump BHS
BHS step out

Intermediate Skills plus
Multiple BHS (standing and 
running)
Round off BHS Tuck
Aerial
Toe Touch BHS

7th Grade Forward Roll
Backward Roll
Dive Roll
Bridge
Cartwheel
Roundoff
Back and Front Walkover
Standing BHS (or working 
on) 

Beginner Skills Plus Standing 
BHS
Round off BHS
Working on back tuck
Toe touch BHS

Intermediate Skills plus
Walkover Round off BHS
Standing multiple BHS 
Running multiple BHS
Round off BHS
Round off back tuck
Double Toe BHS
Toe touch BHS multiples
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Beginner: No cheer or tumbling experience
Intermediate: 1 - 3 years cheer and/or tumbling experience
Advanced: 4 - 6 years cheer and/or tumbling experience

* Please note that we understand everyone’s athletic abilities are different and some 
cheerleaders may take longer to achieve these skills. Please use this chart as a guide to 
continue building upon your current tumbling skills and strive for your best at all times. Keep 
in mind that if your athlete has a strong desire to continue her cheer career throughout high 
school, certain tumbling skills will likely be required to make the team. 

RECOMMENDED TUMBLING GYMS

Cheer Extreme
DuPage Cheer and Power Tumbling
Tumbling Times
Gym Stars

8th Grade Forward Roll
Backward Roll
Bridge
Cartwheel
Roundoff
Back and Front Walkover
Standing BHS 

Beginner Skills plus
Running BHS multiples
Walkover roundoff BHS
Round off Tuck
Round off BHS tuck
Toe Touch BHS
Standing tuck

Intermediate Skills plus
T jump/toe touch Tuck
Double Toe BHS multiples
Round off Layout
Round off BHS Layout
Punch Front
Working on half & full

Beginner Intermediate Advanced
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ELMHURST EAGLES CHEER 
 EXPECTATIONS, POLICIES, CODE OF CONDUCT 

PARENT/ATHLETE AGREEMENT

I have read and do understand, to the best of my ability, the Elmhurst Eagles Cheer 
Expectations, Policies and Code of Conduct. These responsibilities have been discussed 
amongst parents and athletes and we agree to adhere to the expectations, rules and policies 
listed above.

Athlete Name:               
Print Name

Parent Name:
Print Name

Parent/Guardian:
 Signature Date

Please print, sign and return this page of the agreement 
to your head coach on the first day of practice.
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